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The company focusing on Track and Trace Solutions, with a mission to
create disruptive solutions to increase efficiency in the supply chain in
consumer health by using the latest Distributed Ledger Technology
(DLT) including Blockchain.

Track & Trace solution
Is an InCube Blockchain product to identify, track and trace unit level
items while moving along the supply chain from raw material/
production to finished products on the shelf. Effective, well-designed,
and citizen-centric IT solution that streamlines the overall processes,
closes the loops and gaps, increase work efficiency and customer
happiness, according to the national and international standards.
Traceability enables a better insight into what goes into produced
goods and substances. You will comply with traceability standards,
regulations and recommendations, combat counterfeiting, secure
your distribution channels, achieve delivery service levels and manage
recalls efficiently.
DLT is a timestamped series of immutable records of data that is
managed by a cluster of computers not owned by any entity, each of
these blocks of data is secured and linked to each other using
cryptographic principles, while data gets decentralized on distributed
ledger.
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About InCube
Since starting our operations in 2004 InCube has brought forward
years of knowledge and experience into the market as a business
solutions provider, through assisting our clients to better understand
their business and address their critical requirements. InCube focuses
its leading solutions on the development capabilities for creating longterm solutions. This dramatically reduces costs and enhances the
organization's ability to adapt the continuous changes into their
markets, through offering a state-of-the-art handheld with focus on
Supply Chain solutions. InCube is a one-stop-shop for a company’s
complete business needs and requirements.

